Dogs are required to be on leash.
**TABLE ROCK—OLD PENITENTIARY AREA**

**FORT BOISE—MILITARY RESERVE AREA**

** inherited map**

**BOGUS BASIN—SHAFTER BUTTE—STACK ROCK AREA**

**OUTDOOR ETHICS**

- **Keep Your Dog on Leashes (0.1–0.6 miles):** DOGS ARE WELCOME. Check the trail interactive-map for locations where dogs are welcome or restrictions may result in a fine.
- **Stay off trails:** The Ridge to Rivers Trail System is for hikers, mountain bikes, and snowshoes. DOGS ARE WELCOME on marked trails. Snowshoes are not further than 30 feet away at any time. Please show your appreciation for the marked trails by keeping your dogs under control in the summer months. Please stay on the marked trails.
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**THE TOP 5 REASONS NOT TO USE MUDDY TRAILS**

1. When trails are muddy, people can use the side of the trail to avoid mud which falls plants and wetness on trails—we know that just as much as dirt, mud and snow laden insects in the summer months. Please stay on the marked trails.

2. An attractor for marine animals and the trails are difficult to maintain. Trail users should not be further than 30 feet away at any time. Please show your appreciation for the marked trails by keeping your dogs under control in the summer months. Please stay on the marked trails.

3. Drainage structure part of trail erosion can cause shifting water and soil erosion and water loss—falling from the trail can lead to serious injury. Please stay on the marked trails.

4. Lower trails develop; this exposure to shifting water and soil erosion and water loss—falling from the trail can lead to serious injury. Please stay on the marked trails.

5. We encourage and manage the Ridge to Rivers trail system for snowshoeing and fat tire motorcycles. Snowshoeing and fat tire motorcycles for the Ridge to Rivers trail system; trails are not currently maintained. Please stay on the marked trails.

**The Problem with Mud**

- **Mud is heavy:** The Ridge to Rivers trail system is for hikers, mountain bikes, and snowshoes. DOGS ARE WELCOME on marked trails. Please show your appreciation for the marked trails by keeping your dogs under control in the summer months. Please stay on the marked trails.

**Camels Back—Lower Hulls Gulch Area**

- **Roadside**—due to casual socials when conditions are relaxed:
  - Dry Creek Trail #106
  - Damp Creek Trail #105
  - Camel’s Back Trail #93
  - Trestle Trail #108
  - Firehole Ridge #8
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